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Language and culture of

Gujarat

About Gujarat (Vibrant Gujarat)

Gujarat is a state on the western
coast of Indian with a coastline of
1,600 km.
It is the fifth-largest Indian State
by area and ninth-largest state by
population. Gujarat is bordered by
Rajasthan to the northeast, Dadra
and Nagar Haveli and Daman and

Diu to the south, Maharashtra to the southeast, Madhya
Pradesh to the east, and the Arabian sea and the
Pakistani province of Sindh to the west. Its Capital city is
Gandhinagar, while its largest city is Ahmedabad.

Language



Gujarati is the most spoken language by people in
Gujarat state.It is the official language in the state of
Gujarat, as well as an official language in the  union
territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu.

The Gujarati language is more than 700 years old and is
spoken by more than 55 million people worldwide.

Gujarat Traditional Dance Forms

Gabra

The word Garba means womb
and hence the dance signifies
life. It is traditionally performed
around a centrally lit clay
lantern called the Gabra.

The dancers  form a ring
around the central lamp and
revolve in circles. It represents

the cycle of time from birth to death and again rebirth.
The central lamp represents the goddess of power who
remains constant throughout time.

The garba dancers wear colourful traditional costumes.
Women dress up as Chaniya choli, and men wear kafni
pyjamas and Ghagra.



Dandiya Raas

The folk dance form is
practiced in both Gujarat and
Rajasthan. It  is associated
with the lila (divine play) of
Lord Krishna and Radha.

It is popular during the holi
and Navratri festivals. Raas is
performed with dandiyas. In

dandiya Raas men and women form two circles and
dance with sticks in their hands.

Traditional musical instruments like dhol, tabla are
played as the dancers move around in a choreographed
manner clicking the sticks held in their hand with each
other.

Gujarat Traditional Food :

Khaman

A tasty and healthy steamed



snack made from freshly ground lentils and chickpea
flour, it is very similar to its humble cousin, the world
famous dhokla.

To prepare the khaman, the khaman flour mix is boiled
along with turmeric, salt and baking soda to make it light
and fluffy. It is then cut up into cubes and usually with
mustard seeds, coriander leaves, sev and chopped
onions.

Made from gram flour,
whole wheat flour, fresh
fenugreek leaves and
spices, these flatbreads
are healthy snacking
options with a long shelf
life.

Usually served with piping
hot fresh curd, pickles or chundo, they make
wholesome meals.



Gujarat Traditional Dresses:

The traditional  Gujarati dresses for men
include Kediya or kurta on the top and
dhoti or chorno  at the bottom.

Women in Gujarati wear sarees or
chaniya Choli. Recently, they have
started wearing Salwar Kameez as well.

Traditional Dresses of Gujarati ( Men )

1. Chorno

Chorno is a type of cotton pants  that
the Gujarati men wear. It looks like a
stitched dhoti and is very loose and
comfortable. Chorno either has a
string to tie at the waist or has
elastic.

2. Kediyu



Kediyu is a garment that is worn above the chorno to
cover the top part of the body. A kediyu is a frock type
kurta with frills, worn by the men in Gujarat.

3. Dhoti

Dhotee or dhoti is a long piece
of  garment that is wrapped
around the lower body of men.
The garment is wrapped
around the waist and tucked
from between the legs.

4. Kurta

A kurta is the top worn to cover the torso of men. The
Kurtas for everyday  use are made up of cotton.

Traditional dresses of Gujarat (WOMEN)

Ghagra Choli or
Chaniya Choli

The traditional attire of
Gujarati women in



Chaniya Choli or Ghagra Choli. Women also wear an
Odhni (Dupatta or Chunni) with it.

1. Chaniyo

The Chaniyo or lehengas is a coloured petticoat or Skirt
like garment worn by the women. The Chaniyo is
designed with mirrors and thread work

3.    Choli

The women wear polku or choli on the top. It is an
embroidered short blouse.

4. Chunni

Chunni, Odhni or dupatta is an elongated piece of cloth
to complete the dress. The Chunni is worn diagonally
and is used to cover their heads.




